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DomesticDomesticDomesticDomestic／／／／ImportImportImportImport    VehicleVehicleVehicleVehicle    

CAMPAIGN No.CAMPAIGN No.CAMPAIGN No.CAMPAIGN No.    3411341134113411    DATEDATEDATEDATE    August August August August 11111111, 2014, 2014, 2014, 2014    

MANUFACTURERMANUFACTURERMANUFACTURERMANUFACTURER    KOBELCO CRANES CO.,LTDKOBELCO CRANES CO.,LTDKOBELCO CRANES CO.,LTDKOBELCO CRANES CO.,LTD    

DESCRIPTION OFDESCRIPTION OFDESCRIPTION OFDESCRIPTION OF    

DEFECTDEFECTDEFECTDEFECT    

For fixFor fixFor fixFor fixinginginging    bracket of hydraulic plumbingbracket of hydraulic plumbingbracket of hydraulic plumbingbracket of hydraulic plumbing    for for for for power transmissionpower transmissionpower transmissionpower transmission    

①①①① TTTThhhhere may be craere may be craere may be craere may be cracking due to cking due to cking due to cking due to inadequateinadequateinadequateinadequate    shape of the shape of the shape of the shape of the 

bracket. bracket. bracket. bracket. TTTThe bracket would be cracked caused by he bracket would be cracked caused by he bracket would be cracked caused by he bracket would be cracked caused by stress of stress of stress of stress of 

hydraulic pulsation and then make an abnormal noise.hydraulic pulsation and then make an abnormal noise.hydraulic pulsation and then make an abnormal noise.hydraulic pulsation and then make an abnormal noise.    

Continuously being used under this condition,Continuously being used under this condition,Continuously being used under this condition,Continuously being used under this condition,    it may cause it may cause it may cause it may cause 

the damage on the plumbing and the damage on the plumbing and the damage on the plumbing and the damage on the plumbing and ultimatelyultimatelyultimatelyultimately    the oilthe oilthe oilthe oil    leakage leakage leakage leakage 

would happen.would happen.would happen.would happen.    

②②②② There existThere existThere existThere existssss    inadequateinadequateinadequateinadequate    controlcontrolcontrolcontrol    for antifor antifor antifor anti----looslooslooslooseeeeness ness ness ness of of of of the bolt the bolt the bolt the bolt 

for for for for the bracketthe bracketthe bracketthe bracket    fixing to framefixing to framefixing to framefixing to frame....    TTTThere is possibility to get loose here is possibility to get loose here is possibility to get loose here is possibility to get loose 

the bolt and the bolt and the bolt and the bolt and the boltthe boltthe boltthe bolt    would fall out of the bracket.would fall out of the bracket.would fall out of the bracket.would fall out of the bracket.    

Continuously being used under this condition,Continuously being used under this condition,Continuously being used under this condition,Continuously being used under this condition,    it may cause it may cause it may cause it may cause 

the damage on the plumbing and the damage on the plumbing and the damage on the plumbing and the damage on the plumbing and ultimatelyultimatelyultimatelyultimately    the oil leakage the oil leakage the oil leakage the oil leakage 

would happen.would happen.would happen.would happen.    

    

    

TYPETYPETYPETYPE    
COMMERCIALCOMMERCIALCOMMERCIALCOMMERCIAL    

NAMENAMENAMENAME    

MODEL YEARMODEL YEARMODEL YEARMODEL YEAR    

RECALLEDRECALLEDRECALLEDRECALLED    

NUMBER OFNUMBER OFNUMBER OFNUMBER OF    

VEHICLEVEHICLEVEHICLEVEHICLE    

UDSUDSUDSUDS----EE04EE04EE04EE04    RK250RK250RK250RK250----8888    2013201320132013----2014201420142014    53535353    unitsunitsunitsunits    

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    53535353    

    


